
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - ART - YEAR 8
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year group: 8 Autumn Term 1
Fauvism

Autumn Term 2
Fauvism

Spring Term 1
Fauvism

Spring Term 2
Hybrids

Summer Term 1
Hybrids

Summer Term 2
Architecture

Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

NC Link
Produce creative work
Explore ideas
Record feelings &
Experiences
Proficient in skills and
techniques
Evaluate and Analyse
Learn formal elements

Evaluate
Analyse own and others
Use evaluation to
improve

Making
Sketchbooks, journals
or other media

Ideas
Use sketchbooks
explore ideas
Use other media
explore ideas
Develop creativity

Knowledge
Develop a critical
understanding of Art

The main focus of this project is to build on students’ painting skills which were introduced
in Year 7. They will have two opportunities to paint slightly simplified and abstracted
portraits. The first is a Fauvist copy in order to practice drawing, colour mixing and paint
application before applying these techniques to their own Fauvist style self-portrait. Formal
analysis and informal discussion of the Fauvists further student knowledge of historical
contexts but also allow for applying ideas about colour theory and symbolism to students
own responses.  (Approximately 15 weeks)

Learning stages
1) Introduction -Fauvism Powerpoint
2) 2) Artist Copy in acrylic paint
3) Analysis/annotation using PEEL
4) Use ICT to enhance colours of own photographs
5) Personal response from own photograph
6) Evaluate

Artist Links
Fauvist Artist
Henri Matisse
Andre Derian
Maurice De Vlaminck
Jean Metzinger
Charles Camoin

The main focus of this project is to build on students’ water colour and acrylic
painting skills which were introduced in Year 7 and revisited during Year 8
Project 1 Fauvism. They will have two opportunities to paint increasingly more
challenging and detailed portraits. The first is an artist copy in order to practice
drawing, looking for contrasts between tone and paint application. The second
is a development of their Project 1 acrylic painting techniques by painting their
own human/animal hybrid in black and white but focussing on contrast, detail
and texture.  Formal analysis and informal discussion of hybrids further student
knowledge of historical contexts but also allow for applying ideas about colour
theory and symbolism to students own responses. (Approximately 15 weeks)

Learning Stages

1) Introduction -Hybrid powerpoint
2) Artist copy in watercolour
3) Analysis/annotation using PEEL
4) Use ICT to manipulate own photographs and create hybrid
5) Personal painted response from own hybrid photograph
6) Evaluate

Artist Links

Egyptian gods visual references
Greek mythological creatures
Qui Jie- Portrait of Mao’ 2007
Paula Rego ‘Dog Woman’ 1994
Daniel Lee Manimals 1993

The main focus of this short project is to
introduce students to basic clay skills via
exploration of pattern in islamic
architecture. They will learn about islamic
patterns and ways to create a pattern.

Learning Stages

1) Introduction -Look at islamic
patterns within setting of the
Alhambra. Idea
development-pattern making.
planning for tile

2) Skills- Clay slab rolling, idea
development-drawing up design,
transferring pattern onto slab

3) Skills-cutting shapes, scoring, slip,
blending. Building up and carving
clay to put designs onto the slab.

Artist Links

Alhambra Craftsmen and architects

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

KS3 after school club every tuesday 3.15-4.15pm

Knife crime competition

KS3 after school club every tuesday 3.15-4.15pm

Opportunities to
develop the whole
student
(Ricky R’s)
Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Respectful - of the work of peers and artists as well as the equipment/materials used
Resourceful – using your creativity to think outside of the box
Resilient – turn the ‘cannot’ into ‘can do’ attitude
Reflective - response and feedback
Relationships - teamwork
Responsibility - leadership and ownership of work

Respectful - of the work of peers and artists as well as the equipment/materials used
Resourceful – using your creativity to think outside of the box
Resilient – turn the ‘cannot’ into ‘can do’ attitude
Reflective - response and feedback
Relationships - teamwork
Responsibility - leadership and ownership of work


